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Abstract1

Terrestrial photosynthesis is the largest and one of the most uncertain fluxes in the global carbon2

cycle. We find that NIR
V

, a remotely sensed measure of canopy structure, accurately predicts3

photosynthesis at FLUXNET validation sites at monthly to annual timescales (R2 = 0.68), without4

the need for difficult to acquire information about environmental factors that constrain5

photosynthesis at short timescales. Scaling the relationship between GPP and NIR
V

from6

FLUXNET eddy covariance sites, we estimate global annual terrestrial photosynthesis to be 147 Pg7

C y-1 (95% credible interval 131-163 Pg C y-1), which falls between bottom-up GPP estimates and8

the top-down global constraint on GPP from oxygen isotopes. NIR
V

-derived estimates of GPP are9

systematically higher than existing bottom-up estimates, especially throughout the mid-latitudes.10

Progress in improving estimated GPP from NIR
V

can come from improved cloud-screening in11

satellite data and increased resolution of vegetation characteristics, especially photosynthetic12

pathway.13
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Introduction14

Terrestrial photosynthesis (or gross primary production (GPP)) is responsible for fixing somewhere15

between 119 and 169 Pg C y-1, making GPP both the largest and most uncertain component of the16

global carbon cycle (Anav et al., 2015). Carbon fixed by photosynthesis in turn provides the basis17

for practically all life on land, providing a strong motivation for improving global estimates of GPP.18

It is especially important to understand how photosynthesis might respond to global environmental19

change, as minor perturbations in terrestrial productivity have implications for global biodiversity,20

agriculture, and climate change (Rockström et al., 2009; Running, 2012).21

A global network of eddy covariance measurements of land surface CO
2

exchange serves as the22

primary basis for quantifying terrestrial photosynthesis at both the site and global scale (Baldocchi23

et al., 2001; Baldocchi, 2008). Despite their utility, eddy covariance measurements are limited in24

both time and space; individual flux sites measure CO
2

fluxes over approximately 1 km2 and, in any25

given year, fewer than 100 sites operate globally (Kumar et al., 2016). Nevertheless, these sparse26

measurements are the best available data both for studying ecosystem-scale photosynthetic processes27

at the global scale and for validating terrestrial ecosystem models, which operate globally at28

resolutions typically much greater than a single kilometer and need to integrate over processes with29

time constants from a fraction of a second to many years.30

In response to the sparseness of photosynthesis observations, a host of semi-empirical upscaling31

approaches have emerged for translating site-level CO
2

fluxes to globally gridded photosynthesis32

estimates. Upscaling depends on the assumption that functional relationships between driver33

variables and GPP operate the same way at measured and unmeasured sites. Though many34

upscaling schemes exist, two approaches are by far the most widely used: machine learning (Beer35

et al., 2010; Tramontana et al., 2016) and remote sensing (Running et al., 2004). Both approaches36

integrate some combination of site-level abiotic characteristics, plant traits, and meteorology to37

estimate photosynthesis, using in situ fluxes from eddy covariance installations to calculate scaling38

factors that allow estimation of photosynthesis beyond tower footprints. Such approaches have been39

quite successful, allowing for both the investigation of the drivers of global photosynthesis (Jung40

et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2010) and more extensive benchmarking of photosynthesis models by41

expanding the temporal and spatial availability of photosynthesis estimates (Bonan et al., 2011;42

Williams et al., 2009).43

Any upscaling introduces uncertainties into GPP estimates, stemming both from model44
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formulation and input data. Machine learning approaches, for example, provide the best possible45

constraint on GPP based on available data, but they functionally operate as black boxes. Such46

complexity makes it difficult to diagnose the causes and consequences of uncertainty. Upscaling47

approaches are also limited by the availability of and the uncertainties contained within input48

datasets (e.g., meteorological data). Combined, these challenges limit the utility of existing upscaling49

approaches for improving our process-based understanding of photosynthesis and determining the50

true value of global GPP. Of particular concern is the large and persistent disconnect between51

upscaled estimates of global GPP and higher estimates derived from top-down isotopic52

constraints (Welp et al., 2011).53

Here, we report a novel approach for estimating global GPP using the near-infrared reflectance of54

vegetation (NIR
V

) that takes conceptual root in ideas going back more than 40 years. Even before55

the widespread use of remote sensing in vegetation analyses, Monteith (1977) observed that the56

annual increment in biomass growth (net primary production; NPP) can be estimated as the57

product of the annual absorption of solar radiation and a radiation use efficiency that is relatively58

constant across species. Several early remote sensing studies built on this idea, documenting the59

strong correlation between biomass accumulation and the annual integral of the normalized60

vegetation index (NDVI) (Goward et al., 1985; Tucker et al., 1985). While these approaches for61

estimating NPP worked well at longer time scales, short-term responses were inconsistent and62

variable across sites (Running et al., 1988). Progress in improving the performance of NDVI-based63

productivity models came from a mix of incorporating additional information about vegetation type,64

meteorology, and physiological stress (Potter et al., 1993; Field et al., 1995; Sellers et al., 1996). As a65

result, integration approaches gradually transitioned to more physiologically grounded models, which66

attempt to represent the biochemical processes (e.g., carbon fixation by rubisco) and physiological67

stress responses (e.g., stomatal closure due to low soil moisture) that control photosynthesis. Though68

inclusion of biochemical and physiological processes made photosynthesis models more robust at69

shorter timescales, it introduced the vexing problem of needing to independently specify key70

physiological parameters, such as the maximum rate of carboxylation of rubisco (V
Cmax

).71

Inconsistencies in model parameterization schemes, in turn, give rise to large divergences in72

model-based estimates of GPP and belie fundamental uncertainties in our understanding of the73

controls on photosynthesis at the global scale (Schaefer et al., 2012).74

We revisit the early strategies for directly relating integrated satellite measurements to plant75

productivity. Our approach employs the near-infrared reflectance of vegetation (NIR
V

), a new76
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satellite product that approximates the proportion of near-infrared light reflected by vegetation.77

NIR
V

offers several advantages over existing satellite vegetation indices. Namely, NIR
V

has a robust78

physical interpretation, as it relates directly to the number of NIR photons reflected by plants79

(Badgley et al., 2017). As a result, NIR
V

minimizes both the effects soil contamination and variable80

viewing geometry on satellite-derived spectra. Consequently, NIR
V

serves as a comprehensive index81

of light capture, integrating the influence of leaf area, leaf orientation, and overall canopy structure.82

We hypothesize that, to the extent plants allocate resources efficiently (Bloom et al., 1985; Field83

et al., 1995), this integrated measure of investment in light capture should scale with the capacity to84

fix CO
2

, providing a strong basis for new, satellite-derived estimates of GPP.85

To test this hypothesis, we use the relationship between NIR
V

and in situ measurements of GPP86

derived from eddy covariance. We present our results in three parts. First, we validate the87

NIR
V

-GPP relationship at the site scale, contrasting the NIR
V

approach with other remote sensing,88

statistical, and physiological models of GPP. Second, we extend the relationship to consider global89

GPP. Third, we evaluate some of the limitations in the global dataset of NIR
V

and discuss options90

for refining the approach.91

Materials and Methods92

Data93

We compared NIR
V

, which is the product of the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and94

NIR reflectance (NDV I ·NIR), against monthly and annual GPP fluxes at 105 flux sites contained95

in the FLUXNET2015 Tier 1 dataset that met quality control requirements and fell within the time96

frame of the MODIS record (2003-present). We calculated median NDVI and NIR for all scenes97

overlapping a 1km2 circle around each fluxsite, using 500 meter, daily red (620-670nm) and98

near-infrared (NIR, 841-876nm) nadir-adjusted reflectances from MODIS collection MCD43A4.00699

hosted on Google Earth Engine for the years spanning 2003 to 2015 (Schaaf et al., 2015). We100

calculated the average of all NIR
V

observations for each month and compared them with monthly101

estimates of GPP from the FLUXNET2015 dataset (variable name: GPP VUT MEAN). We required102

all site-months to have over 75% valid GPP observations and required site-years to have a minimum103

of 9 months of data. We gridded the MCD43A4.006 dataset to 0.5� for the global upscaling.104

In addition to the site-level comparisons, we evaluated NIR
V

-based GPP estimates against two105
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existing models of GPP: FLUXCOM, a machine learning approach for upscaling FLUXNET106

observations (Tramontana et al., 2016), and the Breathing Earth System Simulator (BESS), a107

physiologically based land surface model that has been extensively benchmarked against eddy108

covariance measurements of GPP (Ryu et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2016). For FLUXCOM, we used the109

mean ensemble of annual GPP HB fluxes from FLUXCOM CRUNCEPv6. For BESS, we used GPP110

from BESS V1. Site-level RMSE values for FLUXCOM and BESS were derived from data provided111

by the authors (Tramontana et al., 2016; Jiang et al., 2016). We compared models using an Akaike112

Information Criterion (AIC) based approach that simultaneously evaluates model accuracy and113

penalizes model complexity (see Supplementary Text 1 for details). AIC values were calculated for114

NIR
V

, BESS, and FLUXCOM using only site-years shared across all three products.115

Calibration116

We used Bayesian estimation to relate NIR
V

and ecosystem type to GPP at both monthly and117

annual timescales. Bayesian estimation allowed us to fit slope and intercept, as well as hierarchical118

variance terms capturing site-level random effects (random deviations from the global slope and119

intercept per site) and error variance (Gelman et al., 1995). Because Bayesian estimation yields a120

joint posterior distribution of parameter estimates, upscaling from the model posterior allows us to121

accurately propagate multiple sources of uncertainty, including joint uncertainty in the model fixed122

structure (i.e. slope and intercept of the GPP NIR
V

relationship) and the random effects (i.e.123

unexplained site-to-site variation and residual variation in the training dataset). The best model,124

according to the Deviance Information Criteria (DIC; an AIC-like score modified for Bayesian125

models), consists of a single, near-zero y-intercept and differing slopes for evergreen, deciduous, and126

crop ecosystem types. The model includes two additional terms: a random site-level intercept term127

and an error term, both of which were specified as normal distributions with mean of 0 and variance128

exponentially related to NIR
V

. See Supplementary Text 1 and Table S3 for a full description of the129

model structure and the Markov chain Monte Carlo fitting procedure, as well as alternative model130

structures tested. We performed ecosystem type-stratified ten-fold cross-validation at the site level131

(e.g., leaving out 20% of sites from each ecosystem type) to confirm that the final model was not132

overfit (Fig. S1).133
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Upscaling134

We produced global annual estimates of GPP using 1000 samples from the joint model posterior for135

all 0.5� vegetated land pixels from 2005 to 2015. For each posterior sample (i.e. each joint set of136

scaling and variance parameter estimates), we calculated per-pixel GPP using the scaling parameters137

for the ecosystem type, a random draw from the site-level error distribution for each pixel and a138

random draw from the residual error distribution for each pixel-year. Using the site-level model for139

our global upscaling captured correlations between parameter estimates (scaling slope and site-level140

variance estimates were often correlated), resulting in GPP estimates that appropriately represent141

statistical, site, and residual uncertainty from the full joint posterior distribution of the model. We142

present the median and 95% credible intervals from the distribution of the 1000 global GPP143

estimates.144

Results145

Site-level Validation146

NIR
V

, combined with information on ecosystem type (deciduous, evergreen, and crop) explained147

68% of the variation in annual GPP at 105 eddy covariance monitoring sites (526 site-years that148

passed quality-control and data completeness requirements) and had an RMSE of 0.36 kg C m-2 y-1149

(Fig. 1). At the monthly scale, the same model explained 56% of monthly variation in GPP with an150

RMSE of 0.08 kg C m-2 mo-1 (Fig. 1, inset). At the annual scale, we found that the normalized151

difference vegetation index (NDVI) and the fraction of absorbed photosynthetic radiation (fPAR)152

(two popular vegetation indices) were worse predictors than NIR
V

, explaining 59% and 52% percent153

of the variation in annual GPP fluxes. The accuracy of NIR
V

far exceeded both NDVI and fPAR in154

terms of RMSE (Table S1). Importantly, the NIR
V

-GPP relationship was consistently linear across155

all values of GPP (Fig. S2). The most parsimonious model included just three ecosystem types, with156

a single intercept and separate NIR
V

-GPP slopes for sites with i) evergreen, ii) deciduous, and iii)157

crop ecosystem types (Table S2). The model also accounted for variance in both residual error and158

site-level random intercepts that increased as a function of NIR
V

(Fig. S3). Dividing ecosystems159

into a greater number of types resulted in minor model improvements, but an almost identical DIC160

with more parameters, causing us to adopt the simpler three ecosystem type model.161

The site-level performance of NIR
V

-derived GPP compared favorably against BESS and162
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FLUXCOM, when evaluated across overlapping site-years (Fig. 1B). The RMSE of site-level163

NIRv-based GPP estimates was 42% lower than estimates from BESS and 57% higher than estimates164

from FLUXCOM, the machine learning-based upscaling product. However, taking model complexity165

into account by using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and using conservatively low estimates166

for number of fitted parameters in the alternative approaches, the NIR
V

approach had a far lower167

AIC than either BESS or FLUXCOM. This indicates that NIR
V

better balances model accuracy168

against model complexity and thereby has a lower likelihood of overfitting the site-level data. Strong169

performance at validation sites, especially relative to leading statistical and physiological based170

estimates of GPP, demonstrates that NIR
V

provides a robust basis for global estimates of GPP.171

Furthermore, the NIR
V

approach requires no additional information on meteorological conditions,172

such as site temperature, vapor pressure deficit, or incoming radiation. Residuals in observed GPP173

relative to NIR
V

-derived GPP estimates showed only weak relationships with meteorological174

variables (Fig. 2). For site-years with especially high values of annual precipitation, model accuracy175

was slightly improved by including precipitation in the model. However, including all available176

meteorological data boosted R2 by only 0.04, from 0.68 to 0.72 (Table S2), but led to a higher DIC,177

which indicates that the base NIR
V

model better generalizes for predictive purposes. Models178

combining individual meteorological variables with NIR
V

showed similar small improvements in R2

179

and RMSE, accompanied by increased DIC (Table S2).180

Interestingly, model residuals had only a weak relationship with annual PAR (Fig. 2D, p=0.01,181

R2=0.01). Light is the primary driver of photosynthesis at shorter time scales, suggesting that it182

should be the leading candidate for improving model predictions. This was not the case for estimates183

based on integrated NIR
V

. In fact, including data on integrated PAR decreased the strength of the184

NIR
V

-GPP relationship (Fig. S2D). By requiring fewer inputs, NIR
V

-based upscaling of GPP185

reduces uncertainty from those inputs. It also allows the approach to be applied across a wide range186

of spatial and temporal scales where such data might not be available.187

Global Upscaling188

Applying the site-level scaling to globally resolved measurements of NIR
V

, we estimated the median189

value of global annual GPP from 2003 to 2015 to be 147 Pg C y-1, with a 95% credible interval of190

131-163 Pg C y-1. This median GPP estimate is intermediate between estimates from bottom-up191

models and constraints from O
2

isotopes. FLUXCOM places annual GPP at 118 Pg C y-1, while192
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A

B

GPP Product
RMSE

(kg C m-2 y-1)
AIC

NIR
V

0.36 1736
BESS 0.55 [1837, 1937]
FLUXCOM 0.20 2013

Figure 1. NIR
V

explains a substantial portion of site-level GPP at both the monthly and annual
timescale. Note the relatively large variation in monthly GPP estimates for low values of observed
GPP, as compared to the near-zero intercept in the case of annual fluxes.

BESS puts mean global GPP at 122 Pg C y-1. Based on a meta-analysis, the full range of terrestrial193

ecosystem models estimate annual to be between 119 and 169 Pg C y-1 (Anav et al., 2015). O
2

194

isotopic measurements are consistent with global annual GPP in the range of 150 to 175 Pg C y-1195

(Welp et al., 2011).196

The spatial distribution of NIR
V

-derived GPP is broadly consistent with previous global GPP197

estimates (Fig. 3). As expected, GPP is concentrated in the tropics and declines toward the poles.198

On a per biome basis, tropical forests contribute the most , accounting for 31% of global GPP;199

FLUXCOM and BESS attribute 34% and 33% of GPP to tropical forests, respectively. Though lower200

in relative terms, NIR
V

-derived GPP in tropical forests is 15% higher than both FLUXCOM and201

BESS GPP estimates. Differences were even larger at higher latitudes, where NIR
V

assigns higher202

productivity to midlatitude mixed forests, grasslands, and shrub-dominated ecosystems (Fig. 3B;203

Table S3). One recent study that combined solar-induced chlorophyll fluorescence with a terrestrial204

ecosystem model reports similar relative increases in extratropical GPP (Norton et al., 2018).205

On a per pixel basis, NIR
V

GPP estimates are strongly linear with GPP estimates from both206
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Figure 2. Model residuals of predicted GPP show no strong, systematic variations with

site-level meteorological variables. As a result, using meteorological data in conjunction with
NIR

V

reduces model generality (Table S2). This indicates that NIR
V

already captures the dominant
influences of climate on canopy development.
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Figure 3. The A) global and B) latitudinal distribution of NIRV-derived GPP. Estimates
represent the median of 1000 nearly independent upscalings of NIR

V

, while the full 95% credible
range of GPP is shaded in grey for latitudinal estimates. The latitudinal distribution of annual GPP
from FLUXCOM and BESS are shown for comparison.

FLUXCOM and BESS at the annual time scale. R2 exceeds 0.90 and RMSE is below 0.4 kg C m-2

207

y-1 for both products (Fig. S4). This consistency is striking, given that the NIR
V

approach requires208

only two inputs (NIR
V

and ecosystem type). By contrast, both FLUXCOM and BESS require209

numerous environmental inputs. While broadly consistent, the comparison also emphasizes that210

NIR
V

-derived GPP estimates are consistently higher, exceeding FLUXCOM GPP by a median value211

of 0.24 kg C m-2 y-1 and BESS GPP by 0.21 kg C m-2 y-1. There is no obvious reason that NIR
V

212

might be biased high. It might be tempting to think that physiological stress, which is not explicitly213

accounted for by NIR
V

, might explain the higher GPP from this approach. However, the214

NIR
V

-based approach uses the annual sum of both NIR
V

and measured GPP, meaning NIR
V

-derived215

GPP estimates are calibrated to include all of the stress effects at FLUXNET sites. The NIR
V

-based216

GPP estimates could be biased upwards only if FLUXNET sites are systematically biased toward217

low-stress locations or the FLUXNET2015 GPP estimates are biased towards good years where218

stress did not limit photosynthesis. Of course, such biases would affect any upscaling approach219

calibrated to the FLUXNET2015 dataset. Similarly, using the same satellite data at both the site220

and global scales minimizes the likelihood that systematic errors or biases in the retrieval of NIR
V

221

affect our estimates of GPP; any error or bias in NIR
V

should be accounted for by our site-level222

calibration. Alternatively, both BESS and FLUXCOM might systematically underestimate true GPP,223

an interpretation consistent with the constraint from oxygen isotopes (Welp et al., 2011). Resolving224

this discrepancy represents an important next step in the study photosynthesis at the global scale.225
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Uncertainty Analysis226

Model parsimony, combined with Bayesian estimation, allows us to propagate three sources of227

uncertainty for each pixel based on the uncertainties quantified in model calibration: statistical228

(variation in per ecosystem type scaling in the model posterior distribution), site (deviation of each229

pixel’s intercept from the global relationship for that ecosystem type), and residual (otherwise230

unexplained error). Median per pixel uncertainty is 0.20 kg C m-2 y-1. Total uncertainty, comprising231

all three sources of error, peaks in the tropics where total annual NIR
V

is highest. In the worst case,232

the 95% credible interval of GPP exceeds 0.75 kg C m-2 y-1 in the Amazon basin and Indonesia (Fig.233

4A). Given that tropical forests constitute the highest proportion of GPP (exceeding 30%) and have234

relatively few flux measurements, high uncertainty throughout the tropics significantly contributes to235

the overall uncertainty of global GPP estimates, regardless of approach.236

Bayesian upscaling allows the uncertainties in parameter estimation from the site-level calibration237

to be projected globally; two examples of pixel-level uncertainties are shown in Fig. 4B. GPP238

estimated for each pixel fully contains the uncertainties present in the FLUXNET2015 dataset,239

providing added confidence in the robustness of credible range of estimated GPP. Outside of pixels240

with especially low NIR
V

, statistical uncertainty is always lowest in both relative and absolute terms,241

indicating minimal uncertainty in per ecosystem type scaling. On average, site uncertainty is always242

largest, meaning there is more uncertainty in the NIR
V

-GPP relationship from site to site (primarily243

in the site-level intercept, Fig. S3B) than inter-annual variation (encompassed by residual244

uncertainty) in the NIR
V

-GPP relationship at a single site. Site-to-site variability is randomly245

distributed, showing no relationship with site climate (Fig. S5), thus highlighting retrieval errors246

(e.g., soil reflectance, clouds) in NIR
V

and inherent uncertainties in eddy covariance derived GPP247

estimates as the likely cause of site-level uncertainty.248

Discussion249

NIR
V

provides a novel approach for estimating GPP that combines a very simple formulation with250

excellent performance at validation sites (Fig. 1). As such, the NIR
V

approach is largely251

independent of existing semi-empirical and process-based upscaling approaches. Furthermore, the252

NIR
V

approach achieves strong quantification of uncertainties while maintaining parsimony. This253

combination of simple calculation plus straightforward analysis and partitioning of uncertainty254

between model structure and inputs makes NIR
V

a useful tool for revisiting and revising255
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Figure 4. Bayesian hierarchical modeling allows for per pixel error estimation. A)
Uncertainty in GPP peaks in the tropics (especially the Amazon and Indonesia), where the credible
range of GPP exceed 0.75 kg C m-2 y-1. B) Uncertainty can be evaluated on a per pixel basis, where
site-level uncertainty is typically largest.

long-standing assumptions about the global controls of photosynthesis.256

The strong correlation of NIR
V

and GPP at FLUXNET calibration sites provides prima facie257

evidence for the hypothesis that plants allocate resources such that the potential to harvest light258

(controlled by canopy architecture) and the potential for CO
2

fixation (controlled by physiology and259

biochemical capacity) are held in balance. To further test this hypothesis, we examined differences in260

the strength of the NIR
V

-GPP relationship at successively longer integration times for evergreen and261

deciduous validation sites. Relative to evergreens, deciduous leaves have higher photosynthetic rates262

and must recoup the cost of constructing leaves over a short period of time. Alternatively, evergreen263

canopies amortize the cost of leaf construction and maintenance over a year or more and, as a result,264

have less flexibility to respond to short-term perturbations in resource availability (Chabot et al.,265

1982). Given these contrasting strategies, we expect that NIR
V

at deciduous sites should more266

closely track GPP at short time scales and, as integration time increases from days to months, the267

performance gap between deciduous and evergreen sites should narrow. This is exactly the pattern268

found at the FLUXNET validation sites (Fig. 5). At deciduous sites, NIR
V

and GPP are highly269

correlated at even the daily time scale, whereas NIR
V

alone is a poor predictor of daily GPP at270

evergreen sites. By 90 days, the performance of NIR
V

as a predictor of GPP is indistinguishable271

between the two ecosystem types. The coupling of NIR
V

and GPP even holds during drought events.272

During the 2012 North American drought, NIR
V

showed characteristic early spring green-up (see273

Wolf et al., 2016). With the onset of drought at severely drought affected site US-MMS, both NIR
V

274
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Figure 5. The NIRV-GPP relationship for deciduous and evergreen canopies at numer-

ous time scales. Deciduous canopies, which require more rapid payback on investments into light
capture, exhibit the predicted pattern of more tightly tracking GPP at shorter time scales. Evergreen
canopies, which amortize the cost of light capture over multiple years, can afford longer integration
times when matching light capture to the availability of other resources.

and GPP rapidly declined in parallel, resulting in a similar NIR
V

-GPP relationship as that of275

non-drought years (Figs. S6A and S6B). Thus, the coupling between the components of canopy276

structure that influence NIR reflectence and stress-constrained canopy photosynthetic capacity277

remains strong even at the short timescale of acute stress events. Notably, NDVI showed little278

deviation compared to non-drought years during the same period (Fig. S6C).279

On an instantaneous basis, environmental factors like water, light, and temperature combine with280

leaf-level biochemical capacity to dictate the rate of photosynthesis (Farquhar et al., 1980). The281

accuracy of NIR
V

for estimating GPP, without the need for additional inputs like total incoming282

radiation (Fig. 2), does not imply that environmental factors are irrelevant to photosynthesis, but283

rather that, when integrated over the appropriate time interval, canopy architecture and the284

physiological controls on photosynthesis are coordinated. This interpretation of the NIR
V

-GPP285

relationship also helps explain why including meteorological data does little to improve the accuracy286

of NIR
V

-derived GPP estimates. If integrated levels of temperature, light, and water availability (as287

well as nutrients) jointly determine canopy development and physiological potential, then canopy288

structure, as summarized by NIR
V

, should contain the information neccessary to accurately estimate289
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GPP. The minor improvement from including meteorological data likely indicates that no single290

linear relationship between one or even multiple meteorological variables accounts for the large291

number of possible combinations of meteorology and plant response (Fig. 2 and Table S2).292

A major strength of the NIR
V

approach is that it allows statistically valid error propagation (Fig.293

4). More complicated approaches for upscaling GPP make it difficult to accurately partition sources294

of error, especially model structural errors and errors due to input uncertainties. FLUXCOM, for295

example, functionally operates as a black box, limiting our ability to draw biological inferences about296

the global controls of GPP from the model itself. With the NIR
V

-based approach, three sources of297

error warrant consideration. First, it could be the case that even though NIR
V

captures many of the298

controls of GPP, the slowly shifting integrator of NIR
V

might contain delays and inconsistencies that299

introduce uncertainties in the NIR
V

-GPP relationship. Second, the coordination of structure and300

physiology might be imprecise, failing to account for some of the factors that influence GPP. Third,301

there are almost certainly measurement errors in the NIR
V

and GPP datasets used for calibration.302

The latter two possibilities are strongly suggested by the predominance of site-level error (Fig. 4B303

and Fig. S3), which indicates that either the physiology controlling the NIR
V

-GPP relationship304

varies from site to site or that the NIR
V

and GPP measurements used for calibration lack305

consistency across space.306

A clear illustration of problems with the MODIS data used to calculate NIR
V

comes from307

GF-Guy, an eddy covariance site in French Guyana. GPP fluxes at GF-Guy varied less than 20%308

month to month, while NIR
V

varied by a factor of three (Fig. 6A), which suggests errors in MODIS309

observations at the site. A likely explanation is cloud contamination, as remote sensing in the tropics310

is notoriously plagued by clouds. To investigate this, we used the MAIAC data product, newly311

available for selected sites. MAIAC uses atmospheric modeling to remove aerosols, sub-pixel clouds,312

and other artifacts from MODIS satellite imagery (Lyapustin et al., 2011). The variability of NIR
V

313

dramatically decreased with the MAIAC data (Fig. 6A). In fact, MAIAC-derived NIR
V

had a314

smaller dynamic range than measured GPP, strongly indicating cloud contamination of the baseline315

MODIS dataset at GF-Guy and, in all likelihood, throughout the tropics. Cloud contamination in316

the MODIS data for the tropics likely biases our median global GPP estimate, making 147 Pg C y-1317

a conservative estimate of global GPP.318

Fundamental differences in plant physiology can also contribute to site uncertainty. One clear319

candidate is the difference in C3 and C4 photosynthesis. C4 plants fix CO
2

more efficiently than C3320

plants, which should cause a steeper slope in the NIR
V

-GPP relationship, all else equal. Tests at a321
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Figure 6. Parsimony allows for the investigation of sources of model uncertainty. A)
Cloud contamination drives large monthly variations in MODIS collection 6 NIR

V

that are not
matched by variations in NIR

V

. All monthly data from the FLUXNET2015 dataset shown in grey.
B) Photosynthetic pathway predictably alters the NIR

V

-GPP relationship, as C4 plants have greater
efficiency.

trio of Nebraskan eddy covariance towers that annually rotate between soy (C3) and corn (C4) crops,322

reveal significant differences in the NIR
V

-GPP slope with crop type (Fig. 6B). Including information323

on the distribution of C3 and C4 vegetation across both wild and managed ecosystems should324

decrease uncertainty. It would also likely increase the median estimate of GPP, as C3 sites comprise325

the majority of the calibration dataset, further emphasizing the conservative nature of the 147 Pg C326

y-1 estimate of GPP.327

A third advantage of the NIR
V

approach is that it can be calculated from existing high-resolution328

and widely available satellite imagery. This makes NIR
V

immediately available for detailed studies329

and trend analyses at a wide variety of spatial and temporal scales, from individual study sites to330

the entire globe (Figs. 1 and S3)). Our approach for estimating GPP from NIR
V

could also be331

calculated for the full Landsat and MODIS records, as well as the 39-year record of the Advanced332

Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) series of sensors (Tucker et al., 2005). Finally, the ease333

of measuring NIR
V

allows researchers to make inexpensive, canopy-scale spectral measurements that334

are directly comparable with satellite data, facilitating efforts to bridge spatial scales.335

To conclude, NIR
V

provides a new, largely independent approach for estimating global GPP with336

excellent performance at FLUXNET calibration sites. The median estimate from this approach, 147337

Pg C y-1, is higher than recent estimate from bottom-up process-based models but is lower than338

global constraints from oxygen isotopes. Correcting known sources of uncertainty will likely increase339

15



the median estimate. In addition to high accuracy at calibration sites, the approach combines simple340

calculation, robust error propagation, and the ability to utilize decades of historical remote sensing341

data. Future refinements of the NIR
V

-based approach can come from improved remote sensing342

inputs and inclusion of additional physiological processes.343
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Supporting Information Text12

Supplementary Text 1: Bayesian Modeling13

We used Bayesian estimation to fit linear mixed e�ects models relating GPP to NIRV. For the sake of simplicity, we modeled14

annual or monthly GPP as a linear function of NIRV, and explored a variety of model structures allowing both slopes and15

intercepts to di�er by land cover class or leaf habit, with random site-level e�ects. Preliminary model selection suggested that16

site-level random slope and intercept terms were not needed for the annual model, but were needed for monthly model. For the17

annual model, we explored a variety of fixed e�ects structures, as well as a number of variance functions (for residual variation18

and site-level intercepts). See Table S4 for list of annual models explored and their associated Deviance Information Criteria19

scores (DIC). All error functions assumed normally distributed errors and similar functional forms for residual error and site20

random intercepts, but with residual errors being a function of observed annual NIRV and site random intercepts a function21

of site mean annual NIRV. Considerably more complicated model formulations (e.g. estimating retrieval error in NIRV by22

treating true NIRV as a latent variable) are easily implemented in this modeling framework, though we present the simplest23

defensible case for the sake of illustration and intuitive upscaling. We produced global annual estimates of GPP using the24

posterior distribution of the best annual NIRV model (bolded in Table S4). We excluded pixels with a landcover classification25

of “barren”. We have posted the GPP calibration code to www.github.com/badgley/nirv-global.26

We used Markov chain Monte Carlo simulations (MCMC) implemented in JAGS to sample the joint posterior distribution27

of fitted models, with di�use priors for all parameters (? ). We ran three parallel MCMC chains, ensuring chain convergence28

and thinning chains to remove within-chain autocorrelation to produce 1000 nearly independent draws from the posterior. We29

report median estimates and 95% credible intervals for model parameters, and upscaled GPP estimates, based on the joint30

posterior distribution of the best model.31

Cross Validation32

We took the added step of refitting the full Bayesian model using 10-fold cross validation to ensure the robustness of model33

specification. First, we stratified our data by both site and ecosystem type, assigning 10% of deciduous, evergreen, and crop34

sites (including all site years for those sites) to each fold. We then fit the model, withholding a single fold, and analyzed the35

variation of individual model parameters. The mean value of each cross-validated model parameter fell well within the 95%36

credible interval of the full model posterior distribution for that parameter, indicating the robustness of the full model to37

changes in training data (Figure S6).38

Model Comparison by Modified AIC39

We conducted a post hoc AIC analysis of BESS, FLUXCOM, and NIRV-derirved GPP estimates, calculating AIC as:40

n · log(MSE) + 2 · p, where n is the number of site years, MSE is the mean square error of modeled versus observed GPP, and41

p is the number of fit parameters. We only included site-years in the analysis that were available across all three products. For42

the comparison products, MSE were calculated using data provided directly from the authors of FLUXCOM and BESS, and43

number of parameters was estimated extremely conservatively (e.g. assuming only a single parameter per input variable for the44

FLUXCOM machine learning-base product).45

Open Source Software46

Python. All analyses, with the exception of the Bayesian modeling, were performed using the Python programming language.47

We processed netCDF files and tabular data using xarray (1), pandas (2), and numpy (3). We used matplotlib (4) and seaborn48

(5) for visualization, and Jupyter notebooks for organizing analyses (6).49

R. We ran all Bayesian modeling in the R programming environment (7), making use of the “r2jags” package (8) to interface50

with JAGS, a Bayesian modeling software package (9).51
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Model RMSE Marginal R2

NIRV 363.9 0.68
NDVI 410.3 0.59
fPAR 443.4 0.52
PAR · NIRV 454.1 0.50

Table S1. Performance of alternative models, testing the suitability of NDVI, fPAR, and PAR for predicting GPP. NIRV has the best performance
over all metrics.
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Model RMSE Marginal R2 DIC

NIRv 362.39 0.68 6769.24
NIRv + Precip 350.14 0.70 6774.04
NIRv + Temp 363.23 0.64 6775.41
NIRv + VPD 355.86 0.69 6775.51
NIRv + PAR 360.87 0.68 6773.15
NIRv + All Met 336.77 0.72 6776.86

Table S2. Performance of alternative Bayesian models that include meteorological variables (excluding three site-years without meteorolog-
ical data). RMSE and R2 of meteorological models typically outperforms the baseline NIRV model. However, the NIRV model has the lowest
DIC, indicating the improved performance from including meteorological information comes at the expense of model generality and possible
overfitting.
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NIRV BESS FLUXCOM

GPP
(Pg C y-1)

Fraction
(%)

GPP
(Pg C y-1)

Fraction
(%)

GPP
(Pg C y-1)

Fraction
(%)

Evergreen Broadleaf forest 46.74 31.70 40.18 33.66 40.48 34.21
Mixed forest 16.28 11.04 10.61 8.89 11.24 9.50

Woody savannas 15.00 10.17 15.21 12.74 14.12 11.94
Savannas 14.79 10.03 13.08 10.96 13.00 10.99
Croplands 13.82 9.38 10.42 8.73 10.48 8.86
Grasslands 12.11 8.21 9.25 7.75 7.84 6.63

Open shrublands 10.89 7.39 6.01 5.04 6.23 5.27
Cropland/Natural vegetation mosaic 9.74 6.61 8.98 7.52 8.64 7.30

Evergreen Needleleaf forest 4.12 2.80 2.69 2.26 2.87 2.42
Other 1.97 1.34 1.69 1.41 1.55 1.31

Deciduous Broadleaf forest 1.96 1.33 1.24 1.04 1.87 1.58

Table S3. Per biome distribution GPP for NIRV, BESS, and FLUXCOM global GPP products.
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Model Structure Variance Structure # fixed params DIC

GPP = intercept + NIRV:leaf habit a 4 7142.393
GPP = intercept + NIRV:leaf habit a + b · NIRV 4 7134.997
GPP = intercept + NIRV:leaf habit a + ezNIRV ·b 4 7146.137
GPP = intercept + NIRV:leaf habit a + b · ezNIRV 4 7150.204
GPP = intercept + NIRV:leaf habit a + NIRb

V 4 7150.299
GPP = intercept + NIRV:leaf habit NIRb

V 4 7104.392*
GPP = intercept + NIRV:leaf habit a + b ú NIR2

V 4 7127.383
GPP = intercept:leaf habit + slope:leaf habit NIRb

V 6 7106.333
GPP = intercept:land cover + slope:land cover NIRb

V 22 7106.601
GPP = intercept + slope:land cover NIRb

V 12 7111.44

Table S4. Potential annual models tested, including various fixed structures and various variance formulations. Variance functions were fit
for the standard deviation of both the residual error and the site-level random intercept, where NIRV is annual observed NIRV for the residual
error and the site mean annual NIRV for the site random intercept. “zNIRV” indicates that NIRV values were z-score standardized.
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Site Latitude Longitude Years Reference
AR-Vir -28.2395 -56.1886 2009–2012 (10)
AT-Neu 47.1167 11.3175 2002–2012 (11)
AU-ASM -22.283 133.249 2010–2013 (12)
AU-Ade -13.0769 131.1178 2007–2009 (13)
AU-Cpr -34.0021 140.5891 2010–2013 (14)
AU-Cum -33.6133 150.7225 2012–2013 (14)
AU-DaP -14.0633 131.3181 2008–2013 (13)
AU-DaS -14.1593 131.3881 2008–2013 (13)
AU-Dry -15.2588 132.3706 2008–2013 (13)
AU-Emr -23.8587 148.4746 2011–2013 (15)
AU-Fog -12.5452 131.3072 2006–2008 (13)
AU-GWW -30.1913 120.6541 2013–2014 (16)
AU-RDF -14.5636 132.4776 2011–2013 (13)
AU-Rig -36.6499 145.5759 2011–2013 (13)
AU-Tum -35.6566 148.1517 2001–2013 (17)
AU-Whr -36.6732 145.0294 2011–2013 (14)
BE-Bra 51.3092 4.5206 2000–2013 (18)
BE-Lon 50.5516 4.7461 2004–2014 (19)
BE-Vie 50.3051 5.9981 2000–2014 (20)
BR-Sa3 -3.018 -54.9714 2000–2004 (21)
CA-NS1 55.8792 -98.4839 2002–2005 (22)
CA-NS2 55.9058 -98.5247 2001-2005 (22)
CA-NS3 55.9117 -98.3822 2001–2005 (22)
CA-NS4 55.9117 -98.3822 2002–2005 (22)
CA-NS5 55.8631 -98.485 2001–2005 (22)
CA-NS6 55.9167 -98.9644 2001–2005 (22)
CA-NS7 56.6358 -99.9483 2002–2005 (22)
CA-Qfo 49.6925 -74.3421 2003–2010 (23)
CH-Cha 47.2102 8.4104 2006–2012 (24)
CH-Fru 47.1158 8.5378 2006–2012 (24)
CH-Oe1 47.2858 7.7319 2002–2008 (25)
CN-Cha 42.4025 128.0958 2003–2005 (26)
CN-Cng 44.5934 123.5092 2007–2010 (27)
CN-Dan 30.4978 91.0664 2004–2005 (28)
CN-Din 23.1733 112.5361 2003–2005 (28)
CN-Du2 42.0467 116.2836 2006–2008 (29)
CN-Ha2 37.6086 101.3269 2003–2005 (30)
CN-HaM 37.37 101.18 2002–2004 (31)
CN-Qia 26.7414 115.0581 2003–2005 (28)
CN-Sw2 41.7902 111.8971 2010–2012 (32)
DE-Akm 53.8662 13.6834 2009–2014 http://www.fluxdata.org:8080/sitepages/siteInfo.aspx?DE-Akm
DE-Gri 50.9495 13.5125 2004–2014 (33)
DE-Hai 51.0792 10.453 2000–2012 (34)
DE-Kli 50.8929 13.5225 2004–2014 (35)
DE-Obe 50.7836 13.7196 2008–2014 (36)
DE-RuS 50.8659 6.4472 2011–2014 (37)
DE-Sfn 47.8064 11.3275 2012-2014 (38)
DE-Spw 51.8923 14.0337 2010–2014 http://www.fluxdata.org:8080/sitepages/siteInfo.aspx?DE-spw
DE-Tha 50.9636 13.5669 2000–2014 (39)
DK-Sor 55.4859 11.6446 2000–2012 (40)
ES-LgS 37.0979 -2.9658 2007–2009 (41)
FI-Hyy 61.8475 24.295 2000–2014 (42)
FR-Gri 48.8442 1.9519 2004–2013 (43)
FR-Fon 48.4764 2.7801 2005-2014 (44)
FR-Pue 43.7414 3.5958 2000–2013 (45)
GF-Guy 5.2788 -52.9249 2004–2012 (46)
IT-BCi 40.5238 14.9574 2004-2014 (47)
IT-CA1 42.3804 12.0266 2011–2013 (48)
IT-CA2 42.3772 12.026 2011–2013 (48)
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IT-CA3 42.38 12.0222 2011–2013 (48)
IT-Cp2 41.7043 12.3573 2012–2013 (49)
IT-Isp 45.8126 8.6336 2013–2014 (50)
IT-Lav 45.9562 11.2813 2003–2012 (51)
IT-Noe 40.6061 8.1515 2004–2012 (52)
IT-PT1 45.2009 9.061 2002–2004 (53)
IT-Ren 46.5869 11.4337 2000–2013 (54)
IT-Ro1 42.4081 11.93 2000–2008 (55)
IT-Ro2 42.3903 11.9209 2002–2012 (56)
IT-SR2 43.732 10.291 2013–2014 (57)
IT-SRo 43.7279 10.2844 2000–2012 (57)
IT-Tor 45.8444 7.5781 2008–2013 (58)
JP-MBF 44.3869 142.3186 2003–2005 (59)
JP-SMF 35.2617 137.0788 2002–2006 (59)
NL-Hor 52.2404 5.0713 2004–2011 (60)
NL-Loo 52.1666 5.7436 1996–2013 (61)
RU-Fyo 56.4615 32.9221 2000–2013 (62)
SD-Dem 13.2829 30.4783 2005–2009 (63)
US-AR1 36.4267 -99.42 2009–2012 (64)
US-AR2 36.6358 -99.5975 2009–2012 (64)
US-ARM 36.6058 -97.4888 2003–2012 (65)
US-Blo 38.8953 -120.633 2000–2007 (66)
US-Ha1 42.5378 -72.1715 2000–2012 (67)
US-Los 46.0827 -89.9792 2000–2014 (68)
US-MMS 39.3232 -86.4131 2000–2014 (69)
US-Me2 44.4523 -121.5574 2002-2014 (70)
US-Me6 44.3233 -121.608 2010–2012 (71)
US-Myb 38.0498 -121.765 2011–2014 (72)
US-Ne1 41.1651 -96.4766 2001–2013 (73)
US-Ne2 41.1649 -96.4701 2001–2013 (73)
US-Ne3 41.1797 -96.4397 2001–2013 (73)
US-NR1 40.0329 -105.5464 1998-2014 (74)
US-PFa 45.9459 -90.2723 1995-2014 (75)
US-SRG 31.7894 -110.8277 2008-2014 (76)
US-SRM 31.8214 -110.866 2004–2014 (77)
US-Syv 46.242 -89.3477 2001–2014 (78)
US-Ton 38.4316 -120.966 2001–2014 (79)
US-Twt 38.1087 -121.6530 2009-2014 (80)
US-UMB 45.5598 -84.7138 2000-2014 (81)
US-UMd 45.5625 -84.6975 2007–2014 (82)
US-Var 38.4133 -120.951 2000–2014 (83)
US-WCr 45.8059 -90.0799 2000–2014 (84)
US-Whs 31.7438 -110.052 2007–2014 (77)
US-Wkg 31.7365 -109.942 2004–2014 (85)
ZA-Kru -25.0197 31.4969 2000–2010 (86)
ZM-Mon -15.4378 23.2528 2007–2009 (87)

Table S5. The FLUXNET2015 sites used in this study.
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Fig. S1. Comparison of full model posterior parameter estimates versus 10-fold cross validation parameter estimates. Violin plots show the posterior densities for parameter
estimates (three scaling slopes and single intercept) from the model trained with all data. Points show the mean parameter estimates for cross validation models after holding
each of 10 folds out of model training. Folds were stratified by site and ecosystem-type. All cross validation mean parameter estimates fall within the 95% credible intervals of
the full model.
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Fig. S3. Depiction of A) the final model formulation and B) the structure of model uncertainties. Each leaf habit shared an intercept, but had slightly different NIRV to
GPP slope. Errors increased exponentially with observed NIRV, with site-level uncertainty having the largest relative contribution to total per pixel error.
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Fig. S4. Upscaled NIRV-based estimates of annual GPP are linear with both A) FLUXCOM and B) BESS GPP estimates. NIRV-based estimates tend to be slightly
higher than both FLUXCOM and BESS, though NIRV has low a RMSE relative to both products. NIRV-based GPP estimate shown as the median case of 1000 nearly
independent upscalings, see Methods.
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Fig. S5. Site-level random intercepts plotted against various, site-level meteorlogical data show no coherent patterns, indicating that site-to-site uncertainty is a product of
uncertainties in NIRV and GPP used for model calibrations, as opposed to environmental factors not included in the model.
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Fig. S6. During the 2012 North American drought, A) NIRV shows distinctive early spring shift and suppression throughout the summer months when compared against
non-drought (baseline) years. B) Despite these phenological changes, NIRV tightly tracks GPP. C) NDVI during the dourght shows a spring shift, but little difference in peak
summer values.
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